
Heka damage price list 1 May 2022  

PRICE €
Cleaning, empty apartment 6/apartment square metre

Heavy cleaning when all surfaces must be washed or the apartment has been exposed   12/apartment square metre

Emptying, including waste costs 18/apartment square metre

Emptying of the separate storage 200
Waste cost for emptying: the separate storage or small movable property in the apartm 50

Painting of walls, empty apartment 20/apartment square metre

Painting of an individual room wall 180
 

Painting of ceiling, empty apartment 8/apartment square metre

Painting of an individual room ceiling 250

The apartment has been exposed to heavy tobacco smoke, the surfaces cannot be cle      150/apartment square metre
The lease agreement has a clause prohibiting indoor smoking
Surfaces to be replaced, encasing, washing, painting: walls, ceiling, floor, cabinets, doors, frames
 

Replacement of the floor covering 40/square metre
Replacement of the laminate or vinyl plank flooring 60/square metre
Replacement of the interior door (modular door) 100
Replacement of the interior door’s frame and door leaf (modular door) 160



Sanding and painting of the interior door (non-modular) 220
Painting of the interior door’s frame and strips 110
Apartment front door 800
Apartment front door frame 300
Doorbell 50
Door handle for the interior door/balcony/entrance door 40
Replacement of a tap/mixer or dishwasher connection 290
Plugging of the dishwasher 50
Washing machine back valve (vacuum valve) 20
Shower panel 160
Shower curtain rod, installed 150
Shower hose/handle or bidet 60
Cleaning of a stench trap/floor drain. 40
Replacement of a sink/basin 300
Toilet-seat, complete 460
Toilet-seat lids 50
Toilet-seat cistern 240
Replacement of a mirror cabinet (incl. the light) 280
Replacement of mirror cabinet mirrors 80
Replacement of a mail drop 150
Repairing of a mail drop 80
Replacement of a hall coat rack 150
Cupboard wire shelves 80
Cooker hood grease filter  50
Rubbish bins 150
Drawer of a kitchen unit 70
Replacement of a cupboard or wardrobe door (pcs) 160
Cabinet shelf board 25
Furniture hinge 25
Wire basket 30
Refrigerator-freezer 250
Refrigerator with a freezer compartment 170
American-style refrigerator 170



Refrigerator plate glass shelf 50
Refrigerator milk shelf 50
Refrigerator crisper/freezer compartment 30
Cooker 245
Fire alarm 60
Window roller arm 40
Ventilation valve 50
Replacement of a radiator thermostat 110
Temperature/humidity sensor, a Kiinteistövahti sensor 60
Replacement of a light switch/socket/lamp socket 80
Maintenance or repair work with own personnel  40/h

Repairs not included in the above itemised repairs list will be charged to the resident in accordance with the actual costs.
For example, rekey changes and additional keys, an external HPAC and electricity or TV installer, etc.

The price list is valid indefinitely. 



Application of the damages price list:
The resident will not be charged for the normal wear 
and tear of the apartment. The damages price list is 
based on the equal treatment of residents: the costs 
arising from damages and negligence are the 
responsibility of the party causing them.
If there is a need to extend the repair work (e.g. due 
to technical building reasons or costs reasons), the 
resident will only be charged for their own share.
The resident will have the option of repairing the 
damages caused for the apartment independently or 
they can get someone else to repair them. The 
repairing obligation ends once a representative of a 
local Heka company has accepted the measures 
taken.
No alteration works can be ordered from Heka, which 
means that this price list cannot be applied to having 
alteration work done.
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